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Abstract: In recent decades, compressive sensing (CS) is a popular theory for studying the inverse
problem, and has been widely used in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image processing. However,
the computation complexity of CS-based methods limits its wide applications in SAR imaging. In this
paper, we propose a novel sparse SAR imaging method using the Multiple Measurement Vectors
model to reduce the computation cost and enhance the imaging result. Based on using the structure
information and the matched filter processing, the new CS-SAR imaging method can be applied to
high-quality and high-resolution imaging under sub-Nyquist rate sampling with the advantages of
saving the computational cost substantially both in time and memory. The results of simulations and
real SAR data experiments suggest that the proposed method can realize SAR imaging effectively
and efficiently.
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1. Introduction

SAR imaging is an important observation technique in remote sensing field and has the capability
of realizing all-weather and all-time observation, which can be applied in disaster detection, global
mapping and environmental protection [1]. The algorithms of SAR imaging are one of the most
concerning issues in the signal processing field nowadays. However, with the development of the
radar technology, radar systems are confronted with many limitations, such as limited bandwidth,
high-speed sampling rate and large storage space. Conventional SAR imaging algorithms cannot satisfy
the requirements of modern engineering applications [1]. In order to keep up with the development of
radar hardware, new imaging methods have been proposed on the basis of special characteristics of
the microwave imaging theory.

Many methods have been proposed for improving SAR imaging framework with respect to both
the processing speed and the image quality. They can be segmented into matched filtering methods
and regularization methods [2]. As for matched filter algorithms, many commonly used SAR image
processing methods can be classified, such as Range-Doppler, Chirp Scaling and ω − K algorithm.
As for regularization methods, the most popular one is the CS-based SAR imaging algorithms, which
assume that most imaging scenes are sparse as they often contain little scatter. The CS-based SAR
imaging systems can break the Nyquist law and have potential advantages in reducing system
sampling rate, improving image quality, reducing measurement burden, increasing the scope of
the survey scene, and improving anti-jamming performance [3]. Thus, it becomes a research front
in microwave imaging field. In [4], a radar imaging method based on CS was proposed. It could
surpass the limitation of the matched filter and the bandwidth of the A/D (Analog to Digital) of
the data collector in the receiver. In [5], researchers have improved the SAR imaging mode and
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decreased the azimuth samples by using the CS technique. In [6], SAR imaging was realized by two
one-dimensional inverse-transform issues and the CS technology can be used separately in the two
dimensions. CS technology was also used in tomography in [7]. Meanwhile, CS theory has been used
in 3D-SAR imaging [8]. Bu H. et al. [9,10] have applied the CS theory into practical SAR imaging,
such as RADARSAT-1 and airborne SAR data, and provided new CS-SAR images with a series of
advantages, such as high resolution and low side-lobes.

However, little attention has been devoted to the application of the CS theory in fast SAR imaging
systems, as well as the combination of the CS technology and the traditional radar imaging algorithms.
Most CS-based SAR methods merely consider the SAR imaging as an inverse problem and use the
idea of matrix to solve the problem [11,12]. As a result, these methods have the problem of large
computational cost and complicated structure. There is no special optimization of SAR imaging.
In this paper, we introduce CS technologies into the traditional SAR algorithm. Compared with
conventional SAR imaging algorithms and the data collector systems, the proposed system has the
following innovations: (1) Introduce the CS theory to the conventional SAR algorithm. We have
designed a novel imaging algorithm that combines the CS methods with the Back-Projection algorithm.
(2) Improve the CS-SAR imaging framework based on the multiple measurement vector (MMV)
models. MMV problems derive from many applications areas, such as magnetoencephalography,
which is a modality for imaging the brain [13]. Similar conceptions were also developed in the context
of array processing [14,15] equalization of sparse communication channels [16,17], and more recently
line spectrum denoising [18] and cognitive radio communications [19]. In this paper, we want to
incorporate this fast growing field into SAR imaging applications. The main topic of this paper
is how to exploit MMV to reduce the number of measurements needed to faithfully represent it
and make the results reliable. The proposed method is superior to the SMV-based CS algorithm,
in both time consumed and reconstruction precision. Especially in the range compression, it has
shortened the processing time and can further reduce the sampling data compared with the existing
CS imaging algorithms.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 demonstrates the details of the conventional SAR
imaging algorithms and SAR signal models. In Sections 3 and 4, we deeply explain the CS technology,
including the algorithm and the MMV model. Simulation experiments and real data experiments
based on the case of the step-frequency radar are given. In Section 5, the advantages of the proposed
method are discussed. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and gives research perspectives.

2. CS-SAR Signal Model Based on Single Measure Vector Model

In this section, the basic knowledge of traditional SAR focusing method and CS-SAR imaging
framework in the Single Measurement Vector (SMV) model are introduced. To study the SAR signal
model in a convenient way, we assume that the SAR system analyzed in the paper obeys the following
three conditions: (1) only single bounces are considered; (2) electromagnetic wave propagates under
plane wave approximation; and (3) the SAR mode is spotlighted and circular. The circular SAR
is a popular SAR system in remote sensing and it can provide full aspect coverage on interesting
scenes in one run [20]. Besides, the transmit signal model is set to work in the stepped frequency
mode. Compared with the LFM (Linear Frequency Modulation) waveform, stepped frequency
waveforms [21,22] can easily realize ultra-wide bandwidth using only a simple hardware.

2.1. Spotlight-SAR Signal Model

The geometric configuration of a spotlighted monostatic circular SAR is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Geometric configuration of a monostatic SAR (synthetic aperture radar). Figure 1. Geometric configuration of a monostatic SAR (synthetic aperture radar).

In Figure 1, x, y stands for the coordination of scene, while x, y is the local coordination of
a particular time when the transmitter moves into a position where the angle is θ under the x − y
coordination. Therefore, the relationship between the local and the global system is:{

x = x cos
(
θ + π

2
)
+ y sin

(
θ + π

2
)
= −x sin θ + y cos θ

y = −x sin
(
θ + π

2
)
+ y cos

(
θ + π

2
)
= −x cos θ − y sin θ

(1)

The echo signal received by the receiver can be written as:

s(t) =
x

σ(x, y)A(t− τ(y))dxdy (2)

where τ(y) = 2(R0 + y cos ψ)/c, R0 is the radius of the radar motion circle, A(t) is the transmit signal
and σ(x, y) is the scattering coefficient of the target (x, y). Substituting Equation (1) into Equation (2),
we can get:

s(t) =
x

σ(x, y)s
(

t− 2(R0 − x cos θ − y cos θ)

c

)
dxdy (3)

In this paper, the step frequency signal is used as the transmit signal. The step frequency
signal consists of a series of single frequencies and its formula can be set as A(t) = exp(jωit),
ωi = ω0 + i∆ω, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, where ω0 is the start frequency and ∆ω is the frequency interval.
For convenience, we just consider the situation of a single point frequency ω, rewriting Equation (3):

s(t) =
x

σ(x, y) exp
[

jω
(

t− 2(R0 − x cos θ − y sin θ)

c

)]
dxdy (4)

After the down-conversion and the phase compensation, Equation (4) can be written as a function
of θ and ω:

S(ω, θ) =
x

σ(x, y) exp
[

j
2ω

c
(x cos θ + y sin θ)

]
dxdy (5)

Hereto, the echo signal model of the monostatic circular SAR is obtained. Equation (5) reveals the
relationship between the space domain (x, y) and the signal domain (ω, θ), which is the foundation
of SAR imaging. Next, the imaging algorithm is discussed to extract scene information from the
collected data.
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2.2. Back-Projection Imaging Algorithm

BP imaging algorithm is a typical SAR processing method [23] and has been widely used in
practical applications. For a point (x0, y0) in the final SAR image, its pixel value I(x0, y0) in the BP
method can be written as:

I(x0, y0) =

θ2∫
θ1

ωc+
B
2∫

ωc− B
2

S(ω, θ) exp
[
−j

2ω

c
(x0 cos θ + y0 sin θ)

]
dωdθ (6)

where θ1 and θ2 are the angle range of radar movement, ωc is the carrier frequency and B is the
bandwidth of the stepped frequency signal. Equation (6) has the format of the double integral, so we
simplify it by using integration by parts. The first integration is considered as the 1-D Fourier transform
value at 2(x0 cos θ + y0 sin θ)/c. Rewriting Equation (6):

I(x0, y0) =

θ2∫
θ1

IFFT
{

S
(

2
c
(x0 cos θ + y0 sin θ)

)}
exp

(
j
2ωc

c
(x0 cos θ + y0 sin θ)

)
dθ (7)

Usually, SAR imaging is divided into range direction and azimuth direction, which can be revealed
by Equation (7). IFFT{S} is the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) to complete the range direction
compression for the stepped frequency signal. The azimuth direction processing is conducted in
the integration of θ. The computation speed in Equation (7) is faster than the double integration
in Equation (6) because the 2-D problem is produced in two 1-D problems and the range direction
compression is done by IFFT, which is a fast way to do Fourier transform. The details of the BP
algorithm are summarized as follows.

(1) Data acquisition: Sampling the signal received by the receiver and down-conversion.
(2) Range direction compression: To accelerate the processing speed, the IFFT operation is utilized.
(3) Determining the radar position and the scene location: Using the motion trajectory of the SAR

platform, phase of every PRT signal is obtained to compensate the impact of wave propagation.
(4) Azimuth direction compression: The second integration is computed by employing the result

of Step 3.

2.3. CS-Theory Based on Single Measurement Vector

As for a SAR signal model in matrix format, it is written as:

YM×1 = ΦM×NXN×1 + NM×1 (8)

where Y is the measurement, N is the noise vector, Φ is the sensing matrix and the subscript indicates
the number of rows and columns of the matrix. With the matrix format, the SAR imaging becomes
an inverse problem of how to recover the unknown variable X from the measurement Y. The most
general way to get the estimation of X is the least squares method:

X̂ =
(

ΦHΦ
)−1

ΦHY (9)

However, the inverse of ΦHΦ is always hard to calculate. Multiplying ΦHΦ into both sides of
Equation (9) is a way to avoid computing the inverse matrix. In the aspect of SAR imaging, ΦHΦ

refers to the matched filter result and is called Point Spread Function (PSF) [24]. ΦHΦ is defined by the
transmit signal, and has the concept of resolution which has relation with the bandwidth. This method
is only an approximation method and cannot get the exact result of X.
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Fortunately, CS theory can recover X exactly. To solve an undetermined problem, prior information
is needed. Here, the prior information is the sparsity. The sparsity of X means that most of elements in
X are zeros or their magnitudes are very small [25]. In remote sensing, there are many scenes with only
a few targets. For example, ships in the ocean and strong targets in a large scale site [9]. In this paper,
non-sparse targets will not be discussed.

Commonly, the recovery problem is converted to a P0 programming problem, which is defined as:

P0 : min
X∈RN

‖X‖0 s.t.ΦX = Y (10)

where ‖X‖0 denotes the number of non-zero elements of X. However, solving Equation (10) is difficult
because it is an N-P hard problem. However, scientists have proven that once the sensing matrix Φ

satisfies the restricted isometric property (RIP), the P0 problem has the same solution as P1:

P1 : min
X∈RN

‖X‖1 s.t.ΦX = Y (11)

where ‖X‖1 represents the l1 norm of X. A matrix Φ is said to satisfy the RIP of order K if there exists a
constant δK ∈ (0, 1) such that

(1− δk)‖X‖2 ≤ ‖ΦX‖2 ≤ (1 + δk)‖X‖2 (12)

holds for all ‖X‖0 ≤ K. This is the necessary and sufficient condition for changing compressive sensing
to P1 problem. To make the sensing matrix reach RIP condition, there are three common ways to
construct the matrix: by the random matrix, by the stochastic structure matrix and by the deterministic
matrix [26]. Considering our tasks and the signal model, we choose the random matrix way because
the random sampled Fourier dictionary is commonly used and its RIP has been proven [27]. In this
section, we will discuss the combination of CS theory and SAR imaging.

The stepped frequency waveform is

s(m, t) = rect
(

t
Tp

)
exp[j2π fc(m)t] (13)

where m = 1, 2, · · · , M denotes the mth pulse in a sequence; and M is the total sampling number of a
transmitted signal. rect

(
t/Tp

)
demonstrates the continuum time and Tp is the window width. fc(m) is

the carry frequency in the mth pulse and varies linearly in time:

fc(m) = fc + m∆ f , m = 1, 2, · · · , M (14)

where fc is the start frequency and ∆ f is the frequency step length. Using Equation (13) to rewrite
Equation (5):

S( fm, θt) =
x

σ(x, y) exp
[
−j

4π fmRt

c

]
dxdy (15)

where Rt = x cos θt + y sin θt. When the IFFT operation takes place in Equation (14), the result becomes
the range image, whose peak position is decided by Rt where the target locates and the range resolution
is related with the range of fc(m).

To apply the CS theory in SAR imaging, the integrations should be converted to matrix format.
According to Equation (15), its discretization is

s(m, n) =
X

∑
i=1

Y

∑
j=1

σ(i, j) exp
[
−j

4π fmR(i, j, n)
c

]
(16)
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where i and j are the positions of the targets, m is the sampled frequency and n denotes the PRT number.
R(i, j, n) is the distance from target (i, j) to radar in the nth PRT. In order to change Equation (16) to
matrix format, we denote that:

Y = [s(1, 1), s(1, 2), · · · , s(1, N), s(2, 1), s(2, 2), · · · , s(2, N), · · · , s(M, 1), · · · s(M, N)]T (17)

X = [σ(1, 1), σ(1, 2), · · · σ(1, Y), · · · , σ(X, 1), σ(X, 2), · · · σ(X, Y)]T (18)

Since the observed data are less than the number of the scene targets, we have MN < XY.
We firstly define that:

φ(m, n, i, j) = exp
[
−j

4π( fc + ∆ f m)R(i, j, n)
c

]
(19)

Having Equation (19), the basic unit of Φ is

Φ(m, n) = [φ(m, n, 1, 1), φ(m, n, 1, 2), · · · , φ(m, n, 1, Y), · · · , φ(m, n, X, 1), · · · , φ(m, n, X, Y)] (20)

Thus, the Φ can be defined as:

Φ = [Φ(1, 1), Φ(1, 2), · · · , Φ(1, N), Φ(2, 1), · · · , Φ(2, N), · · · , Φ(M, 1), · · · , Φ(M, N)]T (21)

where Φ is an MN × XY matrix. After getting the measurement vector Y, the result vector X and the
sensing matrix Φ, Equation (16) is written as:

Y ==



s(1, 1)
s(1, 2)

...
s(1, N)

s(2, 1)
s(2, 2)

...
s(2, N)

...
s(M, 1)
s(M, 2)

...
s(M, N)



= Φ + N =



Φ(1, 1)
Φ(1, 2)

...
Φ(1, N)

Φ(2, 1)
Φ(2, 2)

...
Φ(2, N)

...
Φ(M, 1)
Φ(M, 2)

...
Φ(M, N)





σ(1, 1)
σ(1, 2)

...
σ(1, Y)

...
σ(X, 1)
σ(X, 2)

...
σ(X, Y)



+ N (22)

Equation (22) is an equation connecting target scene and raw data. Through computing the
equation, the final SAR image can be recovered at a time. The model of Equation (22) is called single
measurement vector model (SMV) because the unknown SAR image is regarded as a one-dimensional
vector and the radar observation is represented in one equation. From the above description,
the SAR-SMV model establishment process is presented.

3. SAR Imaging Based on Multiple Measurement Vector Model

The imaging methods based on SMV have been discussed for a long time [25]. However,
the SMV model has large scale matrixes and high computational complexity, which will consume
many resources for both computing and storage. For example, the size of Φ is MN × XY, which is
large-scale. The entire system was designed to convert the SAR signal model into a matrix without
adding any optimization for SAR imaging. The whole process is the same, even with other problems.
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Consequently, only small-scale imaging tasks are suitable to apply the SMV or a powerful computer is
required. In order to overcome these shortcomings, a new CS-based SAR focusing method is proposed.

In traditional SAR imaging algorithms, the raw data are usually processed in two direction
dimensions: range direction and azimuth direction. In this section, we take advantages of CS theory
to improve the performance of BP algorithm and make a compromise between the resolution and
the computation.

3.1. Structured CS Model—Multiple Measurement Vectors

CS-SAR methods in SMV usually focus on the construction of the measurement matrix Φ and the
sparsity of unsolved signal X. However, little attention has been paid to structure features of the SAR
imaging. For a radar system, the transmit waveform is uniform. In other words, every observation
equation shares a same sensing matrix. Based on this feature, a new CS-SAR framework combining
the traditional SAR algorithm and the structured CS model is proposed.

The first structure information that has been considered within the CS framework has been that of
multiple measurement vectors (MMV) [28]. Unlike trying to recover a single sparse vector x like SMV,
the MMV model is used to recover a set of vectors, which are the columns of a matrix X. The structure
information in MMV is that each column of the unsolved matrix X is K-sparse, and the nonzero
elements occur on a common location set.

Consider L length N discrete time signal which is denoted as a N × L matrix X = [x1, x2, · · · , xL].
The M linear measurements of X with noise model can be expressed in matrix form:

YM×L = ΦM×NXN×L + NM×L (23)

where Y = [y1, y2, · · · , yL] is the measurement matrix, whose rows are the data in L observation, N is
the noise vector, and Φ is the sensing matrix, which is familiar with the SMV model. The difference is
that the unsolved parameters and measurement data in MMV are stored in an N × L matrix X and
a M× L matrix Y, respectively. Once the MMV changes to a normal inverse problem, we can apply
any CS method to recover xi. However, because of the basic assumption of MMV, all vectors have a
common support and are K-sparse, we expect intuitively to improve the recovery ability by exploiting
this structure information. The enhanced result is guaranteed by the following necessary and sufficient
uniqueness condition [29]:

Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for the measurements Y = ΦX to uniquely determine the
jointly sparse matrix X is that

|supp(X)| < spark(Φ)− 1 + rank(X)
2

(24)

A direct consequence of Theorem 1 is that matrices X with larger rank can be recovered from
fewer measurements. When rank(X) = K and spark(X) takes on its largest possible value equal to
M + 1, the condition in Equation (24) becomes M > K + 1. Thus, in the best case, each signal requires
only K + 1 measurements to ensure uniqueness. However, the minimum measurements for SMV are
2K, which is much larger than the MMV. Thus, the MMV can recovery signals with fewer data. This is
the theory foundation of MMV. Referring to [25], more details can be obtained.

Next, we will apply the MMV model to the SAR imaging framework. Enlightened by the BP
algorithm, the SAR-MMV imaging is decoupled into the range direction and the azimuth direction.
As for the range direction processing, the CS-MMV model can be used to improve the resolution and
reduce the date sampling rate. The signal model of the radar sampling in the range direction is:

F( f ) =
∫

σ(r)e−j 4π f
c rdr (25)
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After the discretization, we have:

F( fi) = ∑ σ(n)e−j 4 fi
c n (26)

Its matrix format is:


F1

F2
...

FM

 =


e−j 4π f1

c r1 e−j 4π f1
c r2 · · · e−j 4π f1

c rn−1 e−j 4π f1
c rN

e−j 4π f2
c r1 e−j 4π f2

c r2 · · · e−j 4π f2
c rn−1 e−j 4π f2

c rN

...
...

...
...

...

e−j 4π fM
c r1 e−j 4π fM

c r2 · · · e−j 4π fM
c rn−1 e−j 4π fM

c rN




σ(r1)

σ(r2)
...

σ(rN−1)

σ(rN)

 (27)

Equation (26) is the measurement equation for an observation. Since all observation shares
the same sensing matrix, which is the structured information in SAR applications, solving multiple
observations in one matrix computation could be a good idea to accelerate the processing speed. Thus,
expanding Equation (27):


F(1)

1

F(1)
2
...

F(1)
M

F(2)
1

F(2)
2
...

F(2)
M

· · ·

F(L)
1

F(L)
2
...

F(L)
M

 =


e−j 4π f1

c r1 e−j 4π f1
c r2 · · · e−j 4π f1

c rn−1 e−j 4π f1
c rN

e−j 4π f2
c r1 e−j 4π f2

c r2 · · · e−j 4π f2
c rn−1 e−j 4π f2

c rN

...
...

...
...

...

e−j 4π fM
c r1 e−j 4π fM

c r2 · · · e−j 4π fM
c rn−1 e−j 4π fM

c rN




σ(r1)

σ(r2)
...

σ(rN−1)

σ(rN)

σ(r1)

σ(r2)
...

σ(rN−1)

σ(rN)

· · ·

σ(r1)

σ(r2)
...

σ(rN−1)

σ(rN)

 (28)

where F(l)
m is the mth frequency data of lth observation, l = 1, 2, · · · , L. In order to reduce useless

data, the data in the region of interest are valuable. ri, i = 1, 2, · · · , N are distributed equally in
[Rmin, Rmax] with interval ∆R. In this format, the dimension of the sensing matrix Φ is much smaller
than before. If the compression is done by the proposed MMV method, the solution of Equation (28)
can be recovered with higher resolution and fewer measurements.

Regardless of the influence of range cell migration, all azimuth sampled data have the same
sparse structure. Consequently, we can use CS-MMV methods to recover the 1-D range direction
imaging directly. However, in most cases, range migrations exist in every azimuth sample and the
basic assumption does not satisfy all SAR imaging situations. Rather than suppose all the azimuth
directions have a same sparse structure, it is assumed that the data and their adjacency in L azimuth
units share one, where L is determined by the distance from radar to scene and the radar velocity and
trade-off between computational complexity and representation error. Under this setting, the MMV is
used multiple times to recover the whole 1-D range image. This is the first step to change the SAR
imaging tasks in the MMV model.

3.2. Recovery Algorithms

Previously, the MMV model for the range compression was introduced. Here, the recovery
algorithm of the MMV equation and the differences between MMV and SMV are the focus. A variety
of algorithms have been proposed that exploit the joint sparsity in different ways [30]. Generally,
the recovery task in CS-MMV is:

X̂ = arg min
X∈RN×L

‖X‖0,q + λ‖Y−ΦX‖2
F (29)

where we define the norms lp,q for matrices as

‖X‖p,q =

(
∑

i
‖x(i)‖

q
p

) 1
q

(30)
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where x(i) denote the ith row of X. We assume quasi-norms when p = 0, ‖X‖0,q = |supp(X)| for every
q, which is equal to the l0 − norm for matrix. Different algorithms uses different forms to relax the
l0 − norm. Here, converting Equation (29) to

X̂ = arg min
X∈RN×L

‖X‖p,q + λ‖Y−ΦX‖2
F (31)

Since 2006 [31], plenty of recovery algorithms have been developed for solving the MMV
problems [32,33], such as the Focal Undetermined System Solver method [34] and the Basis Pursuit
method [35,36] They can be divided into two categories, the convex optimization and the greedy
method. In this paper, one of the greedy algorithms, OMP (Orthogonal Matching Pursuit), is discussed
because of its robustness and simplicity. It is a popular extension of matching pursuit which involves
finding the “best matching” projections of multidimensional data onto the span of an over-complete
dictionary [37].

In SMV models, the OMP iteratively selects the column of the sensing matrix according to their
correlation with the measurements determined by inner product. As for MMV cases, the OMP has
been changed. The basic idea of the MMV-OMP method is to replace the residual vector r by a residual
matrix R, which contains the residuals with respect to each of the measurements, and to replace the
surrogate vector ΦHr by the norms of the rows of ΦHR.

The details of MMV-OMP algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. MMV-OMP

Inputs: Y ∈ CM×L, Φ ∈ CM×N , K, the sparsity of X
Output: Row-sparse matrix X̂ ∈ CN×L

Initialization: X0 = 0, R0 = Y, Ω0 = ∅
for 1 ≤ j ≤ K; j = j + 1 do
1 Max correlation: ij = argmaxi‖ΦH

i Rj−1‖2
2 New support: Ωj = Ωj−1 ∪ ij

3 Update Approximation: Xj = ΦH
Ωj Y

4 Update Residual: Rj = Y−ΦXj

end for
Return X̂ = XK

The MMV-OMP algorithm is a greedy method and is proposed in [38]. It has been widely used in
MMV models. Due to the performances in the practical applications, the range image generated by
MMV-OMP can be faster than that by the SMV model.

3.3. Two-Dimensional SAR Imaging Based on BP Method

According to Equation (26), a two-dimensional matrix whose columns are the range compression
result under different apertures is obtained. The processing in Section 3.1 does not concentrate on the
azimuth focusing and only generate middle results. In this section, how to use the MMV results to
produce the final image is discussed.

At first, the MMV result and the traditional pulse compression result are compared. In order to
remove the impact of the matrix inversion operation, the pulse compression only outputs the inner
product of the reference signal and the measurement. With respect to its matrix format, we have:

Rpulse compression = ΦHy (32)

while the original least square result is RLS =
(

ΦHΦ
)−1

ΦHy. With respect to the CS-MMV case,
the original result is expressed as:

RCS = (ΦH
ΩΦΩ)

−1
ΦH

Ωy (33)
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where Ω is the support set defined in Section 3.1 and has nonzero element. Rcs is sparse and has
super-resolution. However, at the same time, it is very sensitive to errors. Generally, the results
of CS-based algorithms contain estimation errors. In the range direction images, the errors are not
obvious and have almost no effect on presenting 1-D range profiles. However, once the errors are
integrated in the azimuth direction processing, the accumulation of errors will lead to the reduced
image readability.

To get a readable SAR images with MMV, the effects of errors must be reduced. Enlightened by
the matched filter, a method to overcome unsuccessful reconstructions is proposed. The matched filter
is widely used because of its robustness. Even when there are noises and errors, the matched filter can
obtain the main information from the signal. In order to achieve the same effect, a full band sensing
matrix Φ f ull is applied to compensate the sparse matrix. Consequently, the final result of MMV range
direction processing is changed as:

R f inal =
(

Φ f ull
HΦ f ull

)
Rcs (34)

where Φ f ull is the sensing matrix that contains frequency atoms. The compensation term Φ f ull
HΦ f ull

is equivalent to the point spread function (PSF) in radar system. If Φ f ull equals ΦΩ, Equation (33)
will degenerate to the matched filter method and not improve the resolution. If Φ f ull contains the
whole spectrum, i.e., the PSF is the delta function, it becomes the conventional CS method again.
It is found that when the intended bandwidth is much higher than the original one, the azimuth
direction focusing fails. Therefore, the determination of Φ f ull is a trade-off between resolution and
robustness. A Φ f ull that contains 1.5 times more frequency points than the original one has proven
to be the best choice, where the frequency point is the row of the sensing matrix Φ f ull and is defined
as [exp(−j4π fir1/c), exp(−j4π fir2/c), · · · , exp(−j4π firN/c)]. In other words, the number of rows in
Φ f ull is 1.5 times the original matrix Φ. Only in this way will both the resolution of the range direction
and the robustness be increased. Then, azimuth processing can begin.

Learning from the classical BP algorithm, the CS range direction image is used to process the
azimuth direction result. In the traditional range compression, IFFT operation takes place in the
baseband while the correct result of matched filter is produced in the transmit band. The results by
IFFT will have an extra linear phase in the frequency domain. As a result, the 1-D range profile has a
residual central phase. However, in the modified MMV method, the received signal is processed by
the dictionary atoms in the transmit band. The definition of Φ is the same with Equation (21). Thus,
the phase compensation is no longer needed. The result from the MMV model can be directly used in
azimuth processing.

Defining R1D(r, q) as the result after one-dimensional range compression in the MMV model, r as
the range direction, and q as the order of the position of the radar, the expression of azimuth processing
is as follows:

I(x, y) =
N

∑
q=1

R1D

(⌊
x cos θq + y sin θq − Rmin

∆R

⌋
, q
)

(35)

Hereby, the final image I(x, y) is obtained.
From the analyses in the previous subsections, it can be seen that the proposed new CS-SAR

framework has constituted a more efficient CS-based SAR imaging method. While preserving CS
features, the new method has the following exclusive advantages.

1. Lower computation cost and fewer needed data: Due to the use of the MMV model, we can
recovery multiple azimuth direction samples at one time with high speed and save the
memory cost.

2. High compatibility and high resolution: The MF-like azimuth processing to enhance the robust
of the algorithm, which can fit most cases of SAR imaging. The improved CS-SAR method can
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take the advantage of BP and CS method, and robustly produce high-resolution images using the
same amount of data.

All the features make the proposed new CS-SAR method more useful and efficient.

4. Simulations and Experiments

In this section, simulations and experiments are conducted, where the SAR signal mode is stepped
frequency and the frequency data are randomly sampled. In addition, the full aperture data are used
to recover the test scene.

First, we conduct simulations to compare the matched filter method, the SMV model, and the
MMV model in terms of the image quality, the computation cost, and the recovery speed. Second,
experiments are done for proving that the suggested new CS-SAR method is a better choice for SAR
imaging. The simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Carrier Frequency 10 GHz
Bandwidth 2 GHz

Frequency interval 40 MHz
Angle Range 85◦–95◦

Angle interval 0.1◦

Initial Distance 30,000 m

4.1. Simulations

In the simulation, MoM (Method of Moments) is applied to generate the raw data. The MoM is a
full wave simulation method and its result carries multi-path and high-order scattering, which can
reflect the nature scatter characteristics. The simulation scenario is shown in Figure 2, where the blue
points indicate the locations of scatters, which are sparse according to the whole scene.
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Figure 2. Simulation scenario and the radar measurement.

The aim of the simulation is to analyze the reconstruction quality and the computation time
among three SAR imaging algorithms: the matched filter method, the SMV-OMP method and the
MMV-OMP method. Based on the previous analyses of the imaging method, we first compare the
range compression step.
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(1) Range compression image

The range compression image is the foundation of a SAR image. The MF methods recover
the range direction information with limited bandwidth, resulting in PSF and side-lobes. However,
the CS-based methods obtain super resolution image. As for the MMV model, the image with both
super resolution and lower computation cost is generated. The SMV-OMP and MMV-OMP is done
with the same date rate. The structure information is applied in MMV, i.e., scatter points do not have
range migration in 1◦ azimuth angle range. The value of L changes in different situations and is related
to the initial distance and the velocity of the radar. Figure 3 shows three range compression images
in different methods. The synthetic aperture angle from 85◦ to 95◦ is considered because the radar
can get the specular scatting of the picture and the image is readable during the angles. Because the
results of CS-based methods are sparse and most values are zero, Figure 3b,c are both discrete images.
Figure 3b is punctiform, while Figure 3c is streaky.
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Figure 3. Recovered results: (a) range image with matched filter method; (b) range image with
SMV-OMP method; and (c) range image with MMV-OMP method.

Both SMV and MMV method can generate super-resolution range image. The range profile
with three methods in a same aperture is in Figure 4, where all methods can describe the location
information in range direction and CS-based methods have the super resolution.
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As for the computation speed, the fastest one is the matched filter method because it does not need
to compute the inversion of matrixes. Within CS methods, the MMV-OMP is faster than the SMV-OMP.
The computation times of two CS methods are compared through simulation experiments. The times
in different synthetic aperture angles for MMV and SMV are shown in Figure 5. The simulation is
conducted in a workstation with Intel Xeon E5 CPU, 256 G RAM and Matlab 2013a.
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Figure 5. Computation time versus synthetic aperture angle.

When the synthetic aperture angle is small, the bias of the computing time is not obvious.
However, once the data amount becomes large, the difference in the operation time becomes noticeable.
For example, as for the whole 360◦ angle, the SMV costs 75.45 s while the MMV only 57.76 s. It is
concluded the MMV model is a fast CS method.

Generally, compressed sensing is susceptible to noise. The result of random sampling is to add
noise to the sparse transform domain [25]. When the sampling decreases, the corresponding noise
is also greater, resulting in the more difficult to restore results. If the collected signal itself has noise,
the superposition of two noise sources makes the problem difficult to solve. As a result, CS technology
is typically applied only for signals with high SNR. The influence of SNR on the proposed methods is
analyzed through the simulations.

In order to highlight the effects of noise, the complete data are used. The results without noise
have been taken as the standard value, and we have got the RMSE performances in different SNR for
SMV and MMV. Then, additional Gaussian white noise is used. The result is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) performance of range direction result versus SNR for MMV
and SMV.

As can be seen from Figure 6, the MMV model is less affected by noise. In the same SNR condition,
the RMSE of MMV is smaller than SMV. Due to the structure features, more data are used and the
noise is averaged during the recovery of MMV model. Thus, the MMV model performs better than the
traditional sparse approach under the noise condition.
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CS methods can use fewer data that are randomly sampled [34]. Thus, the data amount can also
affect the recovery result. To compare the recover performance for MMV and SMV with different data
amount, an experiment with different data amount has been conducted. The full data collected in an
original way are set as 100 percent. One hundred Monte Carlo simulations are conducted, and their
average values are regarded as results (Figure 7).
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Figure 8. Compensated range image: (a) matched filter method; (b) SMV-OMP method; and (c) MMV-
OMP method. 

In Figure 8, the CS-based methods have higher resolution. However, it is only a qualitative 
description. A quantitative analysis of the side-lobes effects on images is shown in Figure 9. The 
image is the range profiles for a point target. 

As can be seen from the above picture, the CS-based method images have higher resolutions 
than the BP. Because the compensation is the same, there is no difference between MMV and SMV in 
this condition. Three parameters, PSLR (Peak Side Lobe Ratio), ISLR (Integrated Side Lobe Ratio) and 
main lobe width, are shown in Table 2 to compare the three results quantitatively. 
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It is evident to see that the MMV model has smaller RMSE than the SMV model in Figure 6. Thus,
we can say that multiple azimuth direction samples can be recovered at one time with fewer data due
to the application of the MMV model.

(2) Two-Dimensional SAR imaging based on BP method

Because CS-based methods only generate the scatter parameters, we should use them to produce
a continuous pattern like the MF method, which makes the azimuth processing more robust. Figure 8
is the compensated range image of CS-based methods.
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Figure 8. Compensated range image: (a) matched filter method; (b) SMV-OMP method; and (c)
MMV-OMP method.

In Figure 8, the CS-based methods have higher resolution. However, it is only a qualitative
description. A quantitative analysis of the side-lobes effects on images is shown in Figure 9. The image
is the range profiles for a point target.

As can be seen from the above picture, the CS-based method images have higher resolutions than
the BP. Because the compensation is the same, there is no difference between MMV and SMV in this
condition. Three parameters, PSLR (Peak Side Lobe Ratio), ISLR (Integrated Side Lobe Ratio) and
main lobe width, are shown in Table 2 to compare the three results quantitatively.
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Table 2. Side-lobe performances.

BP SMV MMV

PSLR (dB) 13.2474 13.3782 13.3782
ISLR (dB) 9.8874 9.9592 9.9592

main lobe width (m) 0.09 0.05 0.05

The improvement of CS-based method is due to the compensation of Φ f ull . When the bandwidth
of Φ f ull is higher, the performances in the three indictors are better. However, larger Φ f ull are not
always better. As we discussed in Section 3.3, a Φ f ull that contains 1.5 times more frequency atoms
than the original has proven to be the best choice. Here, Φ f ull with different bandwidth are shown in
Figure 10.
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The original bandwidth is 2 GHz, and is compared to images at 3 GHz, 4 GHz, 5 GHz and 8 GHz.
Many targets in the wide bandwidth images defocused or disappeared. If the original bandwidth is
used, there is no benefit for the proposed method. Thus, the 1.5 times bandwidth is determined to
make the image in high resolution and display the real targets better.

Figure 11 shows the final 2-D SAR images from three methods. The BP image is continuous
while the two others are point-like. In reality, the scatters are located separated. Only in Figure 11b,c,
can the isolated points be distinguished. It is seen that CS-based method can recovery most accurate
scene information.
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4.2. Regular Sparse Imaging and Improved Sparse Imaging Based on MMV

In this section, the traditional BP method, the SMV based method and the MMV based method
have been applied to some real SAR imaging tasks. All experiments are conducted in the microwave
anechoic chamber, and the Vector Network Analyzer is used to send and receive the stepped frequency
radar signal. The experimental scenario and deceives are shown in Figure 12. A Ku antenna is applied
and metal targets are set up in a rotary table, which ensures the movement of targets generates circular
synthetic aperture. The SAR system parameters are listed in Table 3.

The signal model of the Vector Network Analyzer is stepped frequency. For each frequency point,
the analyzer can obtain the S-parameters of the scene. By combining the data from each frequency bin,
the signals detected by the radar in each PRT can be obtained, and the IFFT result is a one-dimensional
range direction image.
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Table 3. Experiment parameters.

Carrier Frequency 15 GHz
Bandwidth 6 GHz

Frequency interval 15 MHz
Angle Range 1◦ ~360◦

Angle interval 1◦

Initial Distance 0.91 m
Antenna Gain 10 dB

Antenna frequency 12–28 GHz
Antenna beamwidth 10◦

According to the range of the microwave anechoic chamber and the size of the metal targets, it is
assumed that the text scene is sparse. The data are proposed using three methods, and the sparsity
K is set to 5. The final SAR images are processed by a reconstructive signal at 9 GHz (1.5 times the
original one) bandwidth. The sampling data contain about 80% of the original data, which is the
limitation specifically for the CS algorithms to examine their imaging capabilities. Three experiments
with different targets, an empty scene, a circular cone and a corner reflector, are conducted. Their real
image and experimental results are shown below.

The scenario of the empty scene is shown in Figure 13, where the scene is the rotary table itself,
consisting of two square panels, and there is a little metal point fixed on the upper panel. The 1-D
range images using different methods are shown in Figure 14.
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The results of CS-based methods are sparse images. It is verified that the CS images have the
essential features of the empty scene when compared with Figure 12a. Specular scatting phenomena
occur in the same place with the matched filter method. After azimuth processing, their final imaging
results are shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. 2-D image of scenario 1: (a) matched filter method; (b) SMV-OMP method; and (c)
MMV-OMP method.

The image improvements of Figure 15b,c are that the strong point on the inner plane becomes
more distinguished and the space between the big and the small plane is larger than the matched filter
one. Besides, the outline of the table in Figure 15c is the clearest.

The scenario of experiment 2 is shown in Figure 16. A circular cone is added to the scenario of
experiment 1.
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Figure 17. 1-D image of scenario 2: (a) matched filter method; (b) SMV-OMP method; and (c)
MMV-OMP method.

As can be seen from Figure 17, the difference between MMV and SMV is that the MMV model has
more fake targets than the SMV. Because it is assumed that the range images have the same location
information in a range of azimuth apertures, these fake targets will disappear in the final SAR image
where only the targets with value in all proper apertures maintain. The final 2-D SAR images are
shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. 2-D image of scenario 2: (a) matched filter method; (b) SMV-OMP method; and (c)
MMV-OMP method.

The images based on CS theory in Figure 16 are clearer and the circle of the target is more obvious.
Meanwhile, the side-lobes of the targets in Figure 18c are less than those in Figure 18b, especially
in the outside of the rotating table. It is verified that the MMV based image algorithm is efficient
and effective.

Finally, the most common target in radar imaging, corner reflector, has been tested in the
experiment shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 20. 1-D image of scenario 3: (a) matched filter method; (b) SMV-OMP method; and (c) MMV-
OMP method. 
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Figure 21. 2-D image of scenario 3: (a) matched filter method; (b) SMV-OMP method; and (c) MMV-
OMP method. 

Figure 19. Experiment scenario 3.

Because the high radar cross section of a corner reflector exists in wide aperture range, all 1-D
images occur as a red light line, as shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. 1-D image of scenario 3: (a) matched filter method; (b) SMV-OMP method; and (c)
MMV-OMP method.

The 2-D images are shown in Figure 21. The corner reflector is clearly recognized in all three
images. As for the CS-based images, the boundary of the corner reflector is more distinct.

Compared with the BP algorithm, the improved CS method has higher resolution and can
reconstruct the actual targets better. The real data experiments support that the combination of CS
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theory and traditional SAR image method is a new way to generate SAR images, especially applicable
to high-resolution SAR imaging applications.
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Figure 21. 2-D image of scenario 3: (a) matched filter method; (b) SMV-OMP method; and (c)
MMV-OMP method.

5. Discussion

The proposed MMV-based SAR imaging method generates super-resolution images with high
image quality and fast speed. In both simulations and experiments, the performance of the MMV
method is the best. Besides, the algorithm has simple structure and is easy to implement. The main
reason for the improvement is that both the CS method and the traditional imaging method are
applied. In the range direction, the CS method is used to obtain the super-resolution range. In the
azimuth direction, the traditional matched filter method guarantees the robustness of the SAR images.
Combining the advantages of two methods, the proposed MMV method performances particularly
well in both the image quality and the operational efficiency.

Compared with the conventional CS-based method, a 2-D decoupled processing flow is built
for SAR imaging, which makes the algorithm more practical and robust. Unsupervised algorithms
require the vectorization of images, which results in both processing efficiency and the imaging scene
scope being constrained by the computing conditions. Compared with traditional BP method, MMV
technology can effectively enhance the resolution of the image, while reducing the demand for data.

In this paper, the basic principle of SAR imaging is studied deeply, and the CS technology is
specifically optimized to broaden its applications. Meanwhile, it has opened up an entirely new way
of super-resolution SAR imaging. This article also has some shortcomings, such as the requirement
of sparse scenes and the restrictions on system architecture. However, it is believed that this SAR
processing system with a variety of advantages can be widely applied.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel method based on the MMV model has been used to generate high-quality
SAR images in a stepped frequency circular SAR system. If the targets are sparse or compressible, an
exact reconstruction can be achieved with high resolution and low computation time. Based on the
theory of radar imaging, the traditional SAR imaging method is summarized. In order to overcome
the limitations of traditional methods, the application of CS theory in microwave radar imaging is
discussed and its background is analyzed. However, the conventional CS imaging algorithms have
large computing burden and are short of the optimization for SAR imaging. Usually, they are complex
and only work in small-scale scenes. In this paper, the MMV based CS imaging method is proposed,
which introduces the modern signal processing technique into the traditional signal processing field.
The new algorithm has advantages in computation and stability. The available imaging scenes will be
extended significantly, while the range and azimuth resolutions are maintained. Both the simulation
and experimental results have shown the validity and advantages of the proposed imaging scheme.

Future works will include fast reconstruction strategies and detailed investigations of the sparsity
and compressibility of the targets. Sparsity is a necessary condition for the application of the CS
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theory. However, in some situations, speckle noise will make the phase of the reflectivity map random.
Thus, it is difficult to find an efficient sparse transform for a complex reflectivity map. In this case,
the effective signal model of targets should be investigated to make the inversion of SAR signal
more precise.
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